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"THE PRESENT GRAVE ST
'1" 1 IN SOUTH VIETNAM IS

(rt
‘

!

.n i HE UNITED STATES"

by Schofield Coryell

MBEk News Service

PAR IS (LNvj ' ’
1 1 : . ivtous / ' said. Eg Due Tho

on his arrivo I at. rtf laris airport in late Decem-

ber, "that the present grave situation in South

Vietnam is basically caused by the United States’

policy of continuing to utilize the Saigon adminis-

tration as an inst rument of their neo-colonialism

in South Vietnam,,"

The December 20 meeting between the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam’s representative to the Paris

Pea.ce Talks, and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

brought no particular results. The joint statement

issued afterwards mer ely stated that th e two

sides had considered matters of mutual interest and

that they would keep in touch through regular

channels

.

in his airport statement Le Due Tho explained

that evert since the signing of the Paris Agreements

last January, the Uni ted States has been sending

thousands of soldiers and military experts in civil-

ian disguise into South Vietnam while at the same

time introducing massive quantities of new arms,

tanks and planes for use by the Saigon Army...

Meanwhile, the Saigon Army ,
under U.S. control

and direction, hat continually invaded the Provi-

sional Revo Inti unary Government (PRG) zones, bombing

those areas, destroying the rice crops- -arid warning

of "ail imminent communist offensive."

In answer to questions by reporters, Tho re-

called what he had said, to Kissinger last June when

they met to sign the "Joint Communique" which called

for the implementation of the Paris Agreements.

"You have signed this communique to respect

the Paris Agreements," he said, "but I know that you

wilj go on violating them. And I know that the United-

States will continue to interfere in Vietnam, even

if they sign further agreements."

At the airport Tho stated explicitly that it

was Kissinger who had proposed the meeting despite

claims by Saigon and Washington that the DRV had

requested the meeting. The general feeling among

both the DRV and the PRG in Paris is that "Kissinger

is a past, master at talking peace and making war."

They believe that Kissinger wants these meetings

in ox dec to keep up his. Image as a "man of peace."

The DRV agrees to these meetings, however, be-

cause they want to make it extremely clear that

they are always ready for discussions and want only

the complete application of the Paris Agreements.

The day after the Tho-Kissinger meeting the

two South Vietnamese parties--Saigon and the PRG--

met again for one of their regular meetings and

once again it was a complete deadlock.

In his prepared statement, PRG representative

Dinh Ba Thi condemned the constantly rising number

of ceasefire violations by Saigon forces and the

increasing repression in the areas controlled by

PAffFT”~ “ liberation News Service

by Saigon.

"A typical crime of the Saigon administration,"

he pointed out, "Is the holding of more than

1,200,000 people in concentration camps camouflaged

as ’ refugee camps . ’

"

The PRG also revealed some particularly ser-

ious new war crimes. In the Pho Phong village in

the Quang Ngai province near Song My, Saigon troops

burned down the village, massacring the villagers.

They hanged seven children (12 to IS years old)

from trees or buried them alive and they attacked

and beat to death older people, including an 80-

year old woman, Madame Le Thi Thi. This, said the

PRG, is not an isolated Instance.

PRG representative Dinh Ba Thi pointed out

that the war still being waged in South Vietnam

is basically not a civil war but an American war

against the population in which Washington uses

Vietnamese against Vietnamese with a view to im-

posing its neo-colonialist domination. 1

"Peace will not come to Vietnam," he explained,

"until the United States renounces this evil aim."

—30—

WOMEN TEXTILE WORKERS FORCED TO HOLD

BABY SHOWER IN BATHROOM

WINSTON SALEM, North Carolina (LNS)—As is their

custom, women workers at the Carolina Narrow Fabric

Co. in Winston Salem, North Carolina held a baby

shower for a fellow worker on her last day of work,

Friday, December 21.

As usual the foreman announced that no presents

were allowed past the bathroom so the women de-

posited them in the small toilet area before work

began for the day.

Then the pregnant woman end two friends came

in. They tore off all the wrapping paper, working

frantically to finish before the buzzer, which

indicates that they must be at their machines , rang.

They displayed the presents all over the bathroom

and then left.

Throughout the day, as the women who work

at the non-unionized fabric company went to use

the toilet, they saw and admired the shower gifts.

The 1+00 or so, mostly women workers at Caro-

lina Narrow make insulating tape for electrical

wires. They have no lunch break, but are paid for

eight hours and must work straight through, eat-

ing lunch at their machines as they work.

During their two five minute breaks during

the day they are not allowed up from their machines.

The foreman- takes requests for snacks from the

machines and brings them back to the floor.

The bathroom, for lack of anything else, serves

as the social- center of the factory with many

women, both black and white, coming early to work

to crowd into the small room to talk and joke with

each other.

—30—

[Thanks Dawn, for this story.]
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MOTHERS OF TWO PSYCHOSURGERY VICTIMS

SUE HOSPITA- m’ —TORS

LIBF'D '. iiOM Hews Service

[Editor's note: The following is an edited

version of an article uhieh appealed in Bough Times]

MEW YORK (LNS)--A $2 million suit has been re-

cently been filed in Massachusetts against 'prominent

psychosurgeions Vernon Mark and Frank Ervin. charg-

ing that the surgery they performed on a man in 1966

permanently incapacitated him. At almost the same

time, another suit was filed against the Delaware

State Hospital and some of its personnel, for the

1970 psychosurgery that was done on a retarded girl.

Through negligence she was left paralysed and her

"violent outbursts" were not cured. Both suits were

filed by the patients’ mothers.

The patient in the 1966 operation y Leonard

Ki lie, was described by Mark and Ervin in their

book, Violence and the Brain as a brilliant engineer

with epilepsy which caused him to have violent out-

bursts, In their conclusion on Ki lie's case, they

wrote "Four years have passed since the operation

during which time f Ki 1 le] has not had a single epi-

sode of rage,"

However, a followup study by Dr, Peter Breggin,

an outspoken critic, of the abuses of psychosurgery

and a member of the Center to Study Psychiatry,

disclosed that Kille became seriously violent only

after psychosurgery, since which time he has been

totally disabled and constantly hospitalised,

Breggin cited hospital records which described

Kille as a meek and docile man on the wards until

Mark and Ervin implanted electrodes in his brain

and threatened psychosurgery

,

Since the operation Kille' s condition has de-

teriorated to such an extent that in 1971 he was

declared incompetent by the courts and made a ward

of his mother. Since then he has lived alternately

in hospitals and at home,

A recent hospital admission certificate, for

example, states "Patient is delusional and violent

....Attacked his father physically t.today. Very

assaultive to PCT [aid] and decided we were trying

to destroy him with microwaves,"

Throughout his hospitalization, Kille walked

around with newspapers, bags, books, and other

things on or around his head to protect him from

further surgery.

The suit by Ki lie's mother charges that as a

"direct result of the negligent treatment" Kille

was rendered "of unsound and unbalanced mind and

incompetent to handle his personal affairs," In

asking for the $2 million the suit states that he

has "incurred substantial expenses for medical

care and treatment and has been permanently deprived

of his earning capacity and ability to work,"

It further states that the doctors failed to

obtain the patient's informed consent to the oper-

ation "by failing to inform him fully and fairly

as to the true nature of the procedures and all the

risks involved and to provide an accurate statement

of the probability that the procedures would cure

or completely alleviate his diagnosed affliction,"

Furthermore, Mark and Ervin have been "unjus-
tifiably enriched" in the process of publicly

disclosing "the private facts of the plaintiff's

life xn an objectionable manner," presenting his

"life and medical history to the public eye in

a false light without prior consent."

Mark refused to discuss the suit against him

with reporters,

k: TP Vi

Lydia Tilden, now 20, had a lobotomy perform-

ed in 1970 by Pierre Leroy, a private neurosurgeon,

at Delaware State Hospital, Her mother, Josephine

R, Tilden, said that she did not understand the

potential dangers of the operation when she gave

the written consent for her retarded daughter,

Lydia# who has been institutionalized since

1968, was said to have outbursts of violence. Ac-

cording to the mother's lawyer, there was little

or no improvement In her condition after the oper-

ation, and It furthermore left her partially

paralyzed. In the left leg and left arm. The

suit charges that the "injuries sustained. . .could

have only occurred as a result of negligence,"

Besides Leroy, the suit names- as defendants

the hospital superintendent and its clinical

director; a. ward physician; a social worker; and

the state of Delaware.
************ * k k * * * k * * *' k k k k k * * * * Yk * * * * */ k k k kkk k k k k k k

"WOMEN AND WORK IN SONG AND NARRATIVE:"
1974 SCEF CALENDAR AVAILABLE

LOUISVILLE, Ky, (LN8J-- The Southern Confer-

ence Educational Fund (SCEF), a Southwide, inter-

racial organization has just published its 1974

calendar, which focuses on the role of the South-

ern working woman in the past and present.

Each page of the calendar, entitled "Women

and Work in Song and Narrative" has a month's cal-

endar and a n opposing page with graphics and

songs, poems or articles about women in the South,

In addition, each months has the dates of signif-

icant events in the history of peopleds struggles,

particularly in the South:, noted.

The calendar has articles on the strike by

women at the Oneita Knitting Mills, on the role

of Women in Slavery, on the struggles of Southern

Poultry Workers and Woodcutters.

Also now available from SCEF is a cookbook,

SCEF Recipes: A Radical Cookbook , with recipes
contributed by SCEF workers and supporters all over
the country. There is a section on Vegetarian cook-

ing and lots of Southern recipes. Many of the

recipes are especially suited for feeding large

groups on small budgets.

In addition SCEF offers a variety of posters,
postcards and greeting cards featuring graphics
and quotations from Mao Tse-Tung, Sojourner Truth,
and Carl Sandburg, among others.

The Calendar is available for a donation of

$2,50; the Cookbook for a donation of $3.00, To

order these, or for more information on other
SCEF materials, write: SCEF, 3210 W. Broadway,
Louisville, Ky, 40211. --30--

[See graphics section fox material on above article,]
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STRUGGLE FOR COMPENSATION CONTINUES 18 YEARS AFTER

POISONING OF 12,000 BABIES BY JAPANESE MILK COMPANY

New Asia News/LIBERATION News Service

[Editor's note: Over the past few years informa-

tion has begun to trickle out about the enviornment

that Americans inhabit— the pesticide residues in

our milk and produce, the cancer-causing hormonal

growth stimulants in our meat, the highly poisonous

asbestos in our air and water, the chemicals in our

"convenience" foods.

These and the myriad of other air, food and wat-

er pollutants are the direct outgrowth of an indus-

trialized' society whose official priorities are for

increased production and profits.

Japan, whose industrial det>elopment since World

War II has been phenomenally rapid, faces the same

pollution threats. But its rapid development along

with its small land area have made Japan’s problems

far more obvious and acute, and the Japanese far more

aware than Americans

.

Mercury poisoning—Minamata Disease— killed’ and

maimed fisherpeople whose livelihood depended on

waters polluted by a large company. Air pollution is

so bad that during smog alerts people in Tokyo wear

masks. In 1973 the government was finally
'

forced tor.

announce that much of the fish that Japanese consume

(fish Is a dietary staple) is contaminated and should

be avoided.

In a sense , Japan is an early warning system

for pollution problems in this country whose scope

we are fust beginning to understand . The following

,

slightly edited story, was written by Robert B. Lef-

lev for New Asia News and describes an arsenic pois-

oning that affected some 12,000 Japanese babies „]

Tokyo (NAN/ LNS)- -Through five cold, windy nights

and days in late November, hundreds of people kept

vigil outside the courthouse of the Japanese city of

Tokushima, awaiting the verdict in the Morinaga Milk

arsenic poisoning case. In the crowd were parents

holding large black-edged portraits of their dead

children.

In one of the most famous of a long series of

industrial poisoning and pollution cases in this

Gross National Product-oriented nation, two minor

officials of the Mori'nagaMilk Products Company were

charged with criminal negligence leading to the deaths

of some 130 babies in 1955 and the poisoning of some

12,000 others.

The verdict--the fourth and final one, after

a series of appeals and retrials lasting 18 years--

was announced: the production chief of the Morinaga

factory, guilty (the sentence: three years) the

factory director, innocent. The crowd outside the

courthouse seemed shocked and angry. But the anger

resolved itself in a protest meeting calling for new

civil suits, an expanded boycott of 'Morinaga products

and a guarantee of lifelong medical treatment for the

victims at Morinaga 1 s expense.

In mid- 1955 Morinaga negligently added small

amounts of arsenic to its powdered milk for babies.

All over western Japan babies started breaking out

with fever and rashes, and dying from causes unknown.

Morinaga and the government then began a series of
__

age if LIBERATION News Service ™ (579)

maneuvers to obscure responsibility for the in-

cident.

When the disease was traced to the arsenic

in Morinaga milk, the Ministry of Welfare formed

a "Five Man Committee," partially funded by the

Milk Producers Association and using data supplied

by Morinaga, to decide on compensation for the

victims. The committee decided to award $750 for

deaths, $30 for hospitalized patients and $15

for other patients.

Most of the victims* families chose to ac-

cept this meager compensation. Many were poor and

pressed by medical bills. Most were reluctant

to assert their individual claims against the

weighty authority of a well known corporation.

For fourteen years the case was forgotten

by almost everyone. Then in 1969 Prof. Maruyama

Hiroshi of Osaka University carried out a restudy

of the children who had drunk the poisoned milk.

He found a high proportion of the children were

suffering from mental deficiency, epilepsy,

cerebral palsy, hearing difficulties and other

symptoms

.

Awakened by Maruyama 1 s report and spurred by

the approaching 1975 cutoff date for Morinaga *s

legal responsibility, the victims' parents org-

anized "Protection Societies" across the country.

They opened negotiations with Morinaga on the

issue of lifelong relief measures for their '
-

children and filed a series of damage suits.

Groups of students and doctors came to their sup-

port, although the Japan Pediatricians' Assoc-

iation refused for a time even to discuss the is-

sue .

Morinaga, whose commercial position had been

untouched until 1969 by the arsenic incident

(its assets multiplied eightfold between 1955

and 1965) maneuvered to buy time until the 1975

cut-off date for legal proceedings. Until re-

cently, the company even refused to admit the

relationship between the arsenic poisoning and

the victims ’present sufferings.

Monetary compensation is not the victims'

alm--they are far more concerned with medical

care and research, and with forcing the company

to accept formal responsibility for the crime.

And indeed, money is scarcely adequate repayment

for the physical and psychological agony of the

poisoned children, now almost adults.

One 18-year old boy is living in Talamatsu

City with his 80-year old grandmother. He appears

to be just skin and bones; his spine is badly

curved. She has to hold him down at night when

he has violent convulsions. Another girl of 18

in Okayama Prefecture drinks no water and eats no

, food, but continues to live by drinking six bottles

of milk a day. Her mother summed up her existance:

"She just sits all day long, but she has no feel-

ing of being lonely."

More "normal" victims suffer in more subtle

ways. Xshikawa Masao, a college sophomore and

leader of the victims ' organization, was called

"arsenic luiot" by his childhood playmates, who” January 5, 1974 more......



teased him because of his shin condition. His eyes

are getting progressively weaker, he is occasionally

beset by tremors, and he will be on medication for

the rest of his life. Many other arsenic victims

have been expelled from schools or fired from jobs

for "lack of concentration" and "disruption of hu-

man relations."

The Morinaga case is part of a pattern in post-

war Japan of industry-government collaboration in

minimizing the impact of poisoning and pollution-

related disasters on the enterprises involved. In

1955, when the incident occurred, Japan was just

entering its post- Korean War boom. Economic expan-

sion was the national goal; government and business

leaders gave little thmightto public health-related

measures, such as pollution control, which would

slow down the growth rate.

In the famous Minimata mercury poisoning case,

which broke out in 1956 and was only recently re-

solved in favor of the patients. Ministry of Welfare

officials tried to supress a report on the causes of

the disease. At the same time the prefectural gov-

ernor and others reduced the fishery damage compens-

ation to one-twentieth the original proposal.

COLD MEDICINES SOMETHING TO SNEEZE AT:

STUDY SHOWS MOST DON’T WORK

NEW YORK (LNS)- -Chances are you’ll have at

least one cold this winter, but if you think you'll

get some relief from one of the many non-prescrip-

tion cold remedies advertised- -forget it.

According to the January, 1974, issue of Con-

sumer Reports , virtually all of the products cur-

rently on the market, from Dristan to Contac, Alka-

Seltzer Plus to NyQuil, are totally useless des-

pite the fact that tie drug industry spends some

$70 million a year to convince you otherwise.

Comsumer Reports explains that nearly all of

the competing cold tablets, capsules or liquids con-

tain at least two or three staple ingredients : a

pain reliever, a decongestant and an antihistamine.

The most common staple is the decongestant. When

applied directly as nose drops or a spray, various

decongestants will reduce nasal passage swelling

temporarily. But in tablet or capsule form they just

don't work, either because they are inherently inef-

fective or because the dose is too small to do any

good.

In the case of thalidomide, food additives, Only; two relatively unknown oral decongestants

rice oil containing PCB, cadmium poisoning and manir (Sudafed and Propadrinejare sold in effective dosages,

other incidents, the pattern of government inatten- Antihistamines are useful in treating some allergic

tion to the danger, delay in taking countermeasures, conditions, such as hay fever, but are worthless a-

laxity toward the offending manufacturers, and half- gainst the common cold.

way measures to aid the victims has been almost in
one ingredient in many cold remedies that's

variable. sometimes justified is the pain reliever—usually

The Morinaga case has become a focus of national asprin or acetaminophen. If symptoms include head-

attention in the light of the general public's tre- ache, fever or muscle aches, eithet of those drugs

mendously increased concern over pollution and con

sumer problems. The outbreak of 'Minimata disease,

severe as it was, was confined to an isolated fish-

ing town, but parents all over Japan were forced to

worry whether they had fed Morinaga milk to their

children.

The citizen's anti-pollution movement, quite

possibly the world's strongest, has made It Increas-

ingly touchy for the government to maintain its lax

attitude toward business on pollution questions. In

November, a Justice Ministry committee recommended

the inclusion of the so-called "crime of pollution"

or "crime concerning public health" in the Criminal

Code. But the recommendation was still based on the

concept of individual, rather than corporate, crim-

inal responsibility.

To get around this the government aims to re-

duce pollution by encouraging development of "clean"

knowledge-intensive industries, such as computers,

and cameras, and "exporting" polluting industrials

like steel itid petrochemicals to South Korea and

Southeast Asian nations,

as for the Morinaga boycott, so far most con-

sumer organizations have given it lukewarm support

at best, and most of the anti-pollution groups ap-

parently view the matter as outside their sphere of

concern. Until the variety of citizens' movements in

Japan are able to actively support such projects,

companies like Morinaga may continue to get away,

figuratively if not literally, with murder.
-30-

will help. But if nasal congestion is the problem,

a pain reliever does nothing for it and adds unnec-

essary medication.

Take for example Dristan. According to the man-

ufactuer, American Home Products, Dristan contains

"the decongestant most prescribed by doctors," an o

"exclusive ant i - al 1 ergent , " and the "pain-relieving

medication most recommended by doctors."

The decongestant is phenylephrine, and doctors

do prescribe it- -but as nose drops, not orally.

"Moreover," says Consumer Report , "the oral dose in

two Dristan tablets is only one-fourth of the dose

found to be ineffective in controlled clinical test-

ing."

The "exclusive" anti-allergent is a weak anti-

histamine--in two tablets, less than is ordinarily

given to children for hay fever. And like any anti-

histamine, it is useless for cold symptoms.

The pain reliever "most recommerided by doctors"

is asprin. "Two Dristan tablets contain the same a-

mount as tw© five-grain aspirins.," says Consumer Re-

ports^. "It is therefore true that Dristan will 'work

on aches and fever,' as its television ads claim.

Any aspirin does."

Dristan also includes samll amounts of antacid

and caffeine, but neither of those relieves cold
symotoms.

s'

In other words, ‘'.Ifristan has only one useful aid

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)
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-,-1 FORMER "TOP COP" NAMED TO REPLACE

; l ASSASSINATED PRESIDENT

BdRATION News Service

fijD (INS) - - Sturggi ing to insure a future for .

j ,aar old fascist government, Generalissimo

; Franco named a former Director of National

:o -replace assassinated President, 'Admiral

ro- Blanco o

-a ly- appointed President, Carlos Arias Nav-

- -rved as Spain's "top cop" from 1957-1965.

a rime he served as Mayor of Madrid aid then

of Interior (with special attention to

: ocurity o )

wpointment of Navarro was seen as 81 year

last attempt to stabilize his increasing-.

, The assassination of Carrero Blanco

,t
'

; c&lly demonstrated that the facade of ""in-

which Franco has boasted of, is, in

.41 ...aU }'-A g o

for the assassination was taken by four

Tie Basque separatist group, ETA (which

, risque Land and Liberty in the Basque lan-

aking at a press conference in Bordeaux,

-./ four related details of the assassina-

.: ( s of the press who were taken to the

-'.it elded.

3Y c plained the motive for the assassination:

Fl 1;/ (Franco) doesn't interest us any long-

attempt against him would have made sense 30

/: U e wanted now to demolish the ediffee

i lot the succession, and we think we sue-

!!
t

i,: 3 for the ETA in Paris further explained

r , They pointed out that nine of their

have" been killed since 1968 by police and

iae decision to assassinate the head of the

vex-ament was made after one of their mili-
’ Artetxe, was murdered by police last

iri the French daily, Le Monde , the two

: ilained, "If repression continues in

,"U continue this type of action. Anted

, imposed on us by the very nature of the

r t .... i me . In a democracy we would not have

i this sort of struggle. . . .We attack

> t, eie he is

organization

.

ETA has earned that reputation by a series of

actions since 1961 including six political execu-

tions (including the head of the secret police in

San Sebastian, a well-known torturer) , more than

40 bank robberies and a series of bombings against

police and. -military '.installations. All of these

actions have" been successful. While there are

nearly 100 Basque political prisoners in Spanish

prisons, this most: recent assassination makes it

clear that the core of the organization is intact,

Addingito the Franco regime's troubles is the

continuing development of a workers ' movement in

Spain's industrialized areas , This fact was under-

lined by the trial of 10 Spanish labor leaders,

known as the Carabanchel 10, who came to trial on

the same day as the assassination. The 10, accused

o£ "illegal association" for participation in a

meeting of workers from: all over Spain, were con-

victed after a three day trial,

(All workers' organizations outside the govern-

ment-controlled syndicates are illegal in Spain.

Also, it is illegal to hold a gathering of more than

3 persons without police permission.)

The Carabanchel 10 received the maximum sen-

tence— 12-20 years a piece.

During the trial, however, more than 1,000

people, including representatives of labor organ-

izations from Europe, Canada, and the U.S, demon-

strated outside the court , The fact that people

would demonstrate, even in the wake of the assas-

sination, also points up the waning authority of

the regime

,

The immediate future for the growing worker

and Basque resistance movement is, of course, made

more difficult by the appointment of Navarro. The

more "moderate" Franco supporters fear that increas-

ed repression against, various dissident forces,

will only increase the tensions now surfacing in

Spain.. They also fear that Navarro will lead Spain

into further isolation from the rest of Europe.

His removal of several "moderate consdrvatives"

from government offices has increased this fear.

These .so-called moderates ,
whi le supporting

Franco's repression of the workers' movement and

other fascist policies had hoped that Spain would

gradually move toward participation in the European

Economic Community (Common Market) ,
to the benefit

of Spain's business interests

.

However, it would also open Spain's internal

affairs to the scrutiny of other nations.
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)» after the December 20 assassination,

., ,etnmsnt ,
trying to maintain the impres-

11 is secure within its borders, named

suspects. However, according to Basque

.ferred to in Time magazine, none of the

even in Spain at the time of the as-
^

fr
,

o None of the six has been captured, and

ed description offered at the press con-

i- credibility to the claim of the four

.fisre. The fact that the assassins could

r nance, where Basque separatists operate

- freedom, much to Spain's chagrin, adds

j.^e of the ETA as a successful guerrilla

"LIBERATION News Service (#579)

The support that the workers' movement, and the

Carabanchel 10 in particular, received from the

European .labor- movement was strong (workers in It-

aly refused- -to unload Spanish ships as a demonstra-

tion of support, for example) , and would obviously

have even greater impact if Spain were part of the

Common Market and vulnerable to its sanctions,

Navarro has made it clear that he does not in-

tend to move- Spain: in that direction , but instead

keep it on the path that Franco mapped out more

than 30 years ago. Whether he can succeed is a

highly debatable issue ,
-30-
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9 and also the graphics section of this

, ORDERS 80% RENT REDUCTION FOR

akK PUBLIC HOUSING TENANTS

Pf RATION News Service

.(-it he a bad type of living but this

tag has pulled us together to look out

dier- We have a commitment—we live here,

do something about it."

--Newark public housing tenant

.!< N,J. (LNS)--At the beginning of Decem-

County District Chief Judge Joseph F.

a that the residents of the Stella Wright

crag Project in Newark would have an 80%

so rent until the unliveable conditions

je ,t are improved.

s a partial victory for the tenants (who

tenants in four other public housing

a Newark have formed the Newark Tenants
rn (NTO) and have been on rent strike for

at time, the city has used a variety of
try to break the strike, including the

two of the most active tenants. They

, a for returning to tenants some of the

he 1 d in escrow after the city ordered

red over back rent.

tpnng the Newark Housing Authority (NHA)

ction proceedings against families partfei-

ths rent strike. Rallies were held at

ct and two hundred tenants demonstrated

ertor Robfert Notte's home in Short Hills,
,

‘ ashes t suburb.

rreh Judge Walsh was taken on a tour of

.ghc by some of its tenants and when the

the first 70 tenants who were to be evict

-

be adjourned the hearings and ordered the

le NTO to begin negotiations.

j
,tge then ordered a 60-day halt in the

ring which time the NHA would have to begin

i apartments, the appointment of a public
;ra.nt to the Board of Commissioners (which

he NHA) and that plans for alternate

j developed by the tenants and the NHA.

r 60 days, no f©pails had. been started nor
mg been done about getting tehants on the
Commissioners. The tenants toent back on

re fall they were still striking when heay-
mued in front of Judge Walsh. Tenants
for three weeks about conditions in the

At the beginning of December he ordered
.:m in rent in a ruling in which he corn-

role of the federal Housing and Urban De-
department to that of a "slumlord". He
amended the demolition of the projects.

H He He

country

.

In a recently-released study by the Council

on Municipal Performance, Newark had the worst

housing in any of the 30 largest urban areas inves-

tigated, The five areas that constituted the eval-

uation included: housing cost relative to income,

plumbing adequacy, overcrowding relative to the

vacancy rate, desegregation and black -white rent
differences

.

The tenants at the public housing projects

were not surprised by the Council's revelations,

"During the cold winter months tenants frequently
do not enjoy the luxury of heat and hot water,"
said an article explaining the strike written by

the Stella Wright Tenants Association,

"Broken windows occur whenever there are strong
winds that force windows to open and slam against

the side of the brick building. Many tenants who

complain about broken windows in their apartments

due to the faulty construction plan have to wait
two years to get them fixed, and some of the windows
are still not repaired,"

"You don't, have preventive maintenance," said
one tenant, "You shouldn't have to wait for things
to happen before you do something. These elevators
have been here for 15 years and they only send some-
body to fix the elevator when it's broken."

Many people have to walk the 13 stories up to

the top floor when the elevator is broken (which
is most of the time) , "One black senior citizen
lady hasn't been out of her house on the 8th floor
for two years," said one woman active in the ten-
ants struggle,

"The basement of each p£ the buildings, which
by law, is supposed to be kept clean, has become
a haven for rats, mice, roaches, ants, bed bugs,
etc.," said the Stella Wright Tenants Association.
"We have witnessed large rats chasing little child-
ren down hallways , There are more rats in the com-
munity than humans and many of them occupy space .

'

within the projects and why not, they go where the
fifth is."

Incinerators fill the hallways with heavy dark
smoke and W&ter from leaky pipes fill apartments
(especially those on the lower floors). "We’ve been
sweeping water out all night long until 2 am," said
one woman during a tour of the projects that the
NTO ran during the summer so that tenants in one
project could know what the other projects were
like,

"One woman had a pin holding together a broken
leg. She Game out of her apartment and slipped in
the water and the pin dislodged in her leg and she
went to the hospital,"

"A; few years ago," said Toby Henry, president
of the NTO, "there was the Gibson [the black mayor
of Newark) campaign slogan which said, "whereever
the nation is going, Newark will get there first.

"

!l

"Well, the way things are goin, in this coun-
try, we're already there,"

k. is a city of 380,000 people and is * * *

0% black, with 12% Latin and 28% white. - - * v -
, . „ ,

- c the highest uneiqployment rates in the __f^ the resumption of the rent strike in June

LIBERATION News Service (#579) January 5, 1974 more,....



the NTO has expanded to include not only tenants in

public housing projects but some in privately-owned

buidings too . Av • no oxganization, which is nearly

all black ar ; i.ertu Rican has expanded to include

some white £ami ! u- s in the North Ward, the white

working class section of the city.

"The victory of the tenants," said Toby Henry,

"depends on the participation of everyone --black,

Puerto Rican and white."

-30-
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GREEN BERETS DOING "NON MILITARY" WORK NEAR AREAS

OF GUERRILLA RESISTANCE IN PHILIPPINES

LIBERATION News Service

BOHOL, Philippines (LNS)--Ever wonder what hap-

pened to all those Green Berets who established such

a notorious reputation in Vietnam doing counter-

insurgency work? Well, the Paris Agreement didn't

exactly put the military's elite special forces

brance out of work. It meant, simply, a time to

focus their energies elsewhere.

A recent New York Times report detailed the

activities of the fourth and longest training session

of United States Special Forces in the Philippines

since self-proclaimed president Ferdinand Marcos

imposed martial law there in September, 1972.

The U.S. military does not deny the existence

of Green Berets working with Marcos's military. In

fact, Green Beret Captain Federick L. Helm boasts,

"We're here to help people."

And the Army is more than willing to provide

the press with information on how Special Forces

are working with local people to build schools,

purify well water, give rabies shots and administer

birth control devices.

The site for the just completed training ses-

sion was Bohol Island, off the Island of Mindanao

in the southern Philippines. Since martial law,

Mindanao has been the area of heaviest resistance

to the Marcos regime. Thoug there has been fighting

in Northern Luzon by the Maoist New Peoples' Army

(NPA) the Moslem rebellion in Mindanao has at-

tracted the most attention from Marcos who currently

has more than half of his entire armed forces fight-

ing on the Is land

»

Being there "to help people" is the first step

in a pattern the Special Forces first followed m
Vietnam: to try to establish friepdly relations be-

tween the local people and the military, both U.S.

and, in this case, Filipino.

Ex- Green Beret George Smith, in his book POW:

Two Years With the Vietcong ,
has said that "Going

out^to^the surrounding" villages and holding sick

call was standard practice in Special Forces. It

was good public relations, but it wasn^t effective.

It was like going out passing out lollipops."

"Their [the Green Berets'] ability to wage

aggressive combat was finely balanced," says the

Green Berets' own document A History of the Special^

Forces, " with their ability to conduct civic
^

action projects, such as building schools, hospi-
^

tads ,
town meeting halls and government buildings.

The i r
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own "History", however, neglects
LIBERATION News Service

to men-
(#579)

tion that torture is another tactic of the Special

Forces. "In January or February of 1964, I'm not

actually sure which," said SP/4 Steven Noetzel,

5th Special Forces Group Augmentation, testifying

at the 1971 Winter Soldier Investigation in

Detroit, "I witnessed a public display of elec-

trical torture of Vietnamese prisoners."

But beyond the military's contention that

the Green Berets are confining themselves to non-

military work in the Philippines, are charges that

the Special Forces are actively helping the Marcos

military in the fight against the growing insur-

gent movements.

As long ago as November, 1972, less than

two months after martial law was declared, sources

close to the insurgent movements, both Moslem

aid NPA, reported that 20 to 30 Americans had

been killed in fighting between guerrillas and

the Philippine Army.

And when the Green Berets first entered

Bahol to begin their maneuvers there, the crack

military units of the Philippine Constabulary

found it necessary to issue a statement telling

local people that the Americans were really not

building a secret airstrip.

Certainly, a close look at the alleged? "do

good" activities of the Green Berets in the Bohol

maneuvers suggest that they are’j’ubt a cover for

other activities. The team of 46 dfficers and en-

listed men operating in the areas, for example,

have g been providing condoms, pills and IUDs to

those interested in birth control. Besides the

obvious attempt at population control, no pro-

gram has been set up for follow up work when

the Green Berets leave. This means that there will

be no one there to help women deal with compli-

cations that can often develop from use of the

pill or an IUD, a negligent and irresponsible lack

of planning to say the least.

The Green Beret forces actually represent

a very small part of the U.S. military presence

in the Philippines. Throughout the struggle in

Southeast Asia the U.S. built up its presence in

the Philippines to where there are now a total

of 23 American military bases with a total force

of more than 70,000 American troops.

Why the Philippines? Most obvious is the

Philippines strategic military position and its

role in the Vietnam war. But in addition, the

troops remain to ensure stability for U.S cor-

porate interests. A resource-rich third world

country long under foreign domination--Spanish,

Japanese, then American- -the Philippines started

to develop a serious nationalist trend in the

late 60' s. It was this development, reflected

mostly in the aspiring Filipino capitalist class,

and not genuine left activity, that was a threat

to Marcos and his American business allies.

Less than two months before Marcos imposed

martial law, a Philippine court ruled to remove

generous tax allowances to foreign companies.

When martial law was declared one of Marcos' first

acts was to repeal the court decision.

United States corporate investments in the

Philippines total over $3 billion, mostly in oil,

January 5, 1974 m° re • • -



rubber, and agribusiness concerns. And soon after

ms, -rial law Marc, - ,k it clear that his moves

must be suppos ud by American concerns.

"We do not want any Vietnams in the Philippines*"

warned Marcos less than two weeks after the take~

over, "If the [the U.S.] don't help now," stressed

Defense St .ret ary Enrile right after martial law,

"it will be snore expensive later. They have as much

stake in our survival as a nation as we have.

Things could turn out as badly here as they did

in Cuba,"

Explaining how American business reacted to

martial law the president of Mobil Oil Philippines

admitted that it was one of "cautious optimism."

He stressed though, that he thought "something

drastic had to be done. If martial law will instill

some discipline and solve the law and order problems,

the temporary loss of freedom of speech is not

important,"

One U.S. oil man on the scene at the time of the

martial law declaration summed it all up nicely:

"Marcos says, 'We'll pass the laws you need- -just

tell us what you want,'"

— 30--

********* *.********************************* *********

_____ continued from the story on page 4

for a cold—aspirin. But $12 million worth of ad-

vertising in 1972 helps American Home Products sell

Dristan for roughly 20 times the price of plain

aspirin, sold under "house" brands in drufe stores

and supermarkets.

Incidently ,
American Home Products also makes

Anacin ,
which contains about one-fifth more aspirin

than a standard five-grain tablet, "That miniscule

difference, and $26 million worth of advertising

enables the manufacturer to sell Anaamn for three

to six times the price of low-cost aspirin," Consumer

Report concludes

,

—30—
****************************************************

ALCOA'S MEDICAL MAN SUGGESTS SEGREGATING PEOPLE

AFFECTED BY AIR POLLUTION

NEW YORK (LNS) -- Dr. Bertram Drinian ,
medical

director of the Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA)

recently offered a new air pollution remedy in re-

marks before a National Academy of Sciences pollu-

tion conference

,

Rather than require industry to install ex-

pensive cleansing devices, or make them changeover

to cleaner operating procedures, Drinian suggests

that we merely segregate those people most affected

by pollution. For example, affected people could

be put in low-pollution areas or ebuid have air-

scrubbing machines installed in their homes,

Drinian said.

ALCOA ranked 72nd in Fortune Magazine's 1972

list of the top 500 industrial corporations with

assets of more than $2,7 billion and a net income

of more than $102 million for 1972,
—30—

(Thanks to the Militant for some of this information)
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DAWN IS THE ONLY ONE THERE TO CRY

(Editor's note? After viewing the Indochina

Peace Campaign's "Women in Vietnam" slides

shown recently during workshops in a California

women’s prison , one woman wrote the following

poem in response to learning of the rape of
Vietnamese women by American GIs.)

Lights explode in a magnificent display of anger

Dying voices crying out for water.

"Do what we say or we'll rape your women."

"Do what we say or we'll kill your children."

"But do not fear, we're only here to help you."

You say you don't believe in Santa Claus?

Thunder and lightning bombarding her senses’

As she hides from the self-made gods.

Crimson rivers lead them to her,..

Frozen with fear she waits for what she knows

ill come.

"Look at this god damn bitch, would yal"

"What you so scared for hone;

ain't you never seen a cock before?"

"Ah, fuck man, sure she has .

"

Pain sears through her body, burning away her

shame

„

Pubic hair stashed away for souvenirs,

cold metal pierces her flesh, maggots

Eating away at her flesh, as

Foul bodies throw her into hell

For a little "slant-eyed Pussy,"

Until death claims her for his own, and

Gently carries her old/young mutilated soul to

peace

.

The ground quakes in spasms of agony

Spewing forth molten missiles.

A mother with laden arms falls to the

Tempestuous jungle floor.

And there are no ears to hear the child cry

Softly to itself.

There are no hands to wipe away the tears

No loving arms to caress away the tears

No eyes to watch the skin grow taught

And the abdomen swell.

And odious green traveling in the veins

Poisoning what is left of the small maimed body.

Darkness finally comes to shroud the child

In its black arms followed by
Dawn who creeps stealthily by
And her light catches the child's eyes.

Dawn is the only one there to cry.

"And you say you don't believe in Santa Claus?"

"No, but I wish there was a god so I could spit

in his eye ."

—30—

[Thanks to Focal Point , put out by the Indochina

Peace Campaign.]

PLEASE PAY AS MUCH OF YOUR JANUARY LNS BILL
AS SOON AS YOU CAN 7

WE REALLY NEED THE MONEY FAST

January 5, 1974 end of text, on to GRAPHICS
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Top four woodcuts are details from a woodcut by Tom Duncan that appear in SCEF's

? Southern Conference Educational Fund) 1974 calendar. Women at Work, The calendar

can be ordered for $2,50 from SCEF, 3210 W, Broadway, Louisville, Ky, 40211.

CREDIT: Tom Duncan/SCEF/LNS

GHT MIDDLE CARTOON CREDIT: THE MOUNTAIN

EAGLE/LNS

BOTTOM: Information and a petition card for recognition of

Guinea-Bissau,
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